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The Fix 
Fixed income…anything but! 
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Executive summary 
 
The last 3 months have been a difficult time for bond investors.  Accumulating evidence of a recovery 
in the US economy prompting the US Federal Reserve to declare that “tapering” of the existing QE 
program would likely commence before year end was the catalyst.  US 10 year bond yields have 
subsequently risen from 1.6% to 3.0%, while Australian 10 year bond yields have risen from 3% to 
over 4% over the equivalent timeframe despite broad based signs of domestic economic weakness.  
The reality of this sharp rise in yields for most fixed income investors has been lower returns (at least 
in the short run), albeit higher yields improve the medium term outlook.   
 
While we have been arguing for some time that for a variety of reasons bond yields were  
unsustainably low, we think it timely to revisit the challenges this current difficult environment poses 
for investors – whether they hold fixed income investments or not.  In this article we:  
 
 revisit the rationale for holding fixed income investments; 
 highlight the implications of rising bond yields for portfolio returns; 
 discuss how uncertain the outlook for bond yields remains (despite the consensus view); and 
 discuss the implications for investors in the context of the broader investment portfolios, in 

particular the idea that the strategies investors are considering to overcome these issues may 
end up causing investors the opposite results to those intended.   

Why hold fixed income? 
 
Given the difficulties in forecasting market returns (particularly in the short run) it is fundamentally 
important that investors have a clear understanding of the role they expect all assets to play in their 
portfolios and under what circumstances they expect each asset to deliver.  This means that assets 
have the time to perform and are not discarded simply because short run returns are not up to par.  A 
necessary condition of a well constructed portfolio is divergent performance, even if at times this 
means some assets (even fixed income) will be generating negative returns.  
 
The role of fixed income in its various guises is relatively easy to define.  Investors typically hold fixed 
income assets for one or more of the following reasons: 
 
 to provide income; 
 to match a particular liability stream (in the case of individual investors this may simply be 

income requirements); 
 to preserve capital; and  
 to diversify away risk from equities and other so called “risky” assets. 

What’s notable here is what’s not on the list.  Investors rarely hold fixed income assets as a growth 
driver or as the primary driver of high returns in their portfolios.  This means (in theory at least) that 
investors should be less sensitive to the quantum of the returns generated from their fixed income 
investments, but more sensitive to the ability of these investments to satisfy their objectives listed 
above (i.e. in particular the provision of income and the diversification of equity risk).  As a 
consequence, one way of looking at the relevance of a fixed income position is from the perspective 
of its ability to satisfy these criteria in a portfolio context – not by the quantum of returns. 
 
This is particularly important at the current time as investors look at the progressive reduction in 
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returns from their defensive assets, see potentially negative returns over short run periods and 
question their perception of the future merits of holding fixed income in their portfolios.  
 
Clearly, the structural shift lower in interest rates emanating from weak underlying global growth and 
policy support (via QE and alternative programs in Europe and Japan) has had the effect of pulling 
forward “future” returns accruing to bond investors. This also means that actual “future” returns will 
necessarily be lower, given lower underlying yields, and the proximity of bonds to the zero lower 
bound.  How long this lasts depends on how far and how quickly bonds yields reprice (and the 
various risk premiums associated with fixed income i.e. term risk, credit risk, liquidity risk and 
structural risk are re-built).  
 
Figure 1: UBS Composite Bond Index Annual Returns 

 
 

The impact of rising yields 
 
Those with long memories will recall the bond market sell off of 1994, while those with less history to 
reference are likely to be tarnished by those who do.  
 
Figure 2: 1994 revisited  
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There are several things that stand out about 1994. 
 
 The sell-off, while significant (Australian 10 year bond yields rose by over 4%), was over in 

around 8 months; 
 Bonds actually outperformed equities in 19941; 
 The sell-off came in the middle off a sustained bull market in bonds (as the disinflationary cycle 

was still well underway) and set up a terrific buying opportunity; 
 Those investors that held their positions, did very well on a 2 or 3 year timeframe2 (see Figure 1 

above); 

While there are limitations to how far we can extend the parallels, particularly as the secular dis-
inflationary trend seems to have largely run its course, it does highlight that the degree of concern 
about a 1994 repeat may be overdone.  
 
One reason for this is analysis typically references movements in the 10 year bond yield 
exaggerating the likely impact on investor returns given its relatively long duration. 
 
Figure 3: The impact of rising bond yields on bond returns.  

 
 
 
Figure 3 shows the returns accruing to bond investors holding portfolios of differing durations for 
varying increases in bond yields.  The key variables in this analysis are duration and the extent of the 
move in yields.  With duration effectively representing the sensitivity of the investment to changes in 
rates, as duration increases changes in yields have a materially greater impact.  This is an important 
dimension of fixed income as it means not all bonds (or bond portfolios) are equal when it comes to 
their sensitivity to changes in yields.  

                                                      
1 In 1994 the UBS Composite Bond Index  returned -4.7% vs -8.8% for the ASX 200 Accumulation Index 
2 The 3 year return to end 1996 on UBS Composite Bond Index was 8.2% p.a. compared with 8.1%p.a. for the ASX 200 
Accumulation Index. 
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While the market “benchmark” is typically the 10 year government bond, investors rarely hold 10 year 
bonds as the entirety of their fixed income portfolio, in part because 10 year bonds are a relatively 
long duration investment (the benchmark 10 year bond in Australia has a duration of 7.5 years).  
Drawing a parallel with equities, it’s a similar situation to basing a view on equities with the 
performance of the riskiest stocks, not to that of the investor’s portfolio exposure. 
 
More typically, investors will hold either an index portfolio (with a duration closer to 4 years), or an 
active portfolio which may have a duration signficantly lower (the Schroder Fixed Income Fund has 
duration currently of around 3 years).  Clearly the shorter the duration, the more moderate the impact 
on returns if yields rise.  
 
The flip side of this is to consider what would happen to other asset classes (i.e. equities) if yields 
were to rise as indicated under each of these scenarios.  Given current valuations for equities aren’t 
cheap, we would expect equities to be coming under more pressure than bonds. 
 
The outlook is far from certain 
 
What’s less clear is how far yields need to rise or indeed whether they rise at all.  The recent rise in 
yields has given bond yields some breathing room, however, in a structural sense “fair-value” is in 
our view still some way from current yields.  Our simple structural “fair value” model for US 10 year 
bond yields, which is effectively a function of real yields and inflation expectations suggests “fair 
value” at around 4% (assuming 2% real growth, or more correctly potential GDP and 2% inflation 
expectations).  However, the fragility of the US recovery (particularly given evidence that higher bond 
yields may already be crimping demand) could mean real yields remain lower than this.  As a 
consequence this may in fact facilitate a reduction in inflation expectations, lowering equilibrium “fair 
value”.  Furthermore, the re-emergence of recession (fear or reality) could push bond yields lower 
again.  In fact, there is no guarantee that bond yields will rise signficantly from here (despite this 
being the consensus view).  Under this scenario, were bond yields to decline and revisit previous 
lows, bond returns would likely signficantly outperform equities (in both relative and absolute terms). 
 
The point here is simply that despite low yields from an historical persective, the uncertainty around 
the global economy and financial markets means fixed income remains an important component of a 
well constructed portfolio.  While low yields may impact on the ability of fixed income to hedge equity 
risk, it doesn’t remove it.  Furthermore, if deflation were to emerge, then bonds would signficantly 
outperform equities, both in nominal and real terms, making them a valuable component of the 
portfolio. 
 
Portfolio construction considerations 
 
In my comments above I argued that investors hold fixed income in their portfolios for predominantly 
defensive reasons.  This is particularly important in the current “low yield” environment where 
investors are grappling with the portfolio construction decision in an environment of historically low 
yields and relatively low spreads across the risk spectrum (ie. credit, liquidity and structural).  Against 
this backdrop the pressure to boosts yields and raise returns is heightened, fuelling a temptation to 
move out along the risk curve to achieve these goals.  This is, in our view, a dangerous strategy and 
one which is likely to achieve the opposite result to that intended.  There are several reasons for this. 
 
 Low yields have also compressed risk premia more broadly, meaning that the additional risk 

premia that investors may access (especially with regards to credit) is expensive.  Buying 
expensive assets adds significantly to risk. 

 Consistent with the point above, adding risk to a “defensive” strategy significantly reduces the 
ability of that component of the portfolio to do its job.  Investors only need to look back to 2008 
for a case study on how increasing risk in defensive strategies to boost returns can have 
catastrophic consequences on investment outcomes. 
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In our view there are several other ways to approach the problem of low yields in a portfolio 
construction context.  
 
 If fixed income is predominantly held for defensive reasons (namely to diversify equity risk) and 

its ability to be as effective as it has been historically has been compromised by low yields, then 
investors should actually look to cut their equity (or risk) exposure – not increase it. 

 Adopting an active approach to fixed income that utilises the breadth of the asset class may also 
significantly improve the outcome to the investor.  This extends to active duration management, 
but not in the context of small tweaks to duration positioning, but rather to assessing how much 
duration is appropriate given broader portfolio objectives and targeting this, as well as utilising 
the low correlations between duration and credit to mitigate the risk of either3. 

 Being patient. Returns will be dictated by market pricing.  Forcing risk into the portfolio to boost 
returns risks exactly the opposite outcomes investors intended.  In this context investors should 
not underestimate the value of cash (even at very low cash rates) as this asset class has the 
benefits of ensuring liquidity, preserving capital and providing a platform to add risk (or duration) 
when it makes sense to do so.   

 
In summary 
 
 It is important to consider fixed income investments from the perspective of the role they play in 

a portfolio, rather than on the basis of short run return expectations. 
 While a compelling case can be made for yields to rise further and crimp investor returns, it is far 

from certain that this scenario will unfold. 
 The exposure investors have to rising rates is typically much less than what the focus on 

benchmark (10 year) yields would imply. 
 There is no easy solution to the challenge of low yields.  Taking more risk to boost returns risks 

generating the opposite result to that intended, particularly if the risk being taken is 
disproporational and expensive.  Investors should actually consider reducing their risk/equity 
exposure in these circumstances. 

As unappealing as it sounds, patience and cash will likely combine to provide investors with some 
excellent opportunities to buy appropriate assets at attractive prices over the period ahead. 

 
End note  
In my experience, fixed income and its characteristics are not well understood, particularly by 
unsophisticated investors (and a few sophisticated ones as well). In contrast equities, and their 
associated volatility is typically appreciated and factored into investor thinking.   
 
Part of the problem with fixed income is the diverse nature of the asset class which can manifest 
itself in extremely divergent outcomes for investors depending on what fixed income assets they own 
and the characteristics that these assets possess. The name “fixed income” is also problematic as it 
anchors investor expectations around a consistent (or fixed) rate of return, and a return that is 
implicitly positive.  
 
A more balanced view of the asset class may be achieved if instead we think of fixed income as 
“debt” and view investments in debt instruments for what they really are, primarily loans to 
governments, semi-government authorities and corporates over differing time frames with differing 
conditions attached (ie. fixed rate, floating rate).  
 
A more appropriate naming convention may better frame the risks around the asset class and lead to 
more balanced portfolio decisions. Just a thought ….! 
                                                      
3 For example, in the Schroder Fixed Income Fund, duration is currently around 1 yr shorter than that of the UBS Composite 
Bond index at approximately 3years. Around 25% of the Fund’s assets are in cash and we hold a diversified mix of high 
quality corporate bonds, semi-government bonds and instruments such as AAA rated mortgages. This combination mitigates 
the impact of duration on Fund performance. 
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Disclaimer 

Opinions, estimates and projections in this article constitute the current judgement of the author as of the date of 
this article.  They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Schroder Investment Management Australia Limited, 
ABN 22 000 443 274, AFS Licence 226473 ("Schroders") or any member of the Schroders Group and are 
subject to change without notice.  In preparing this document, we have relied upon and assumed, without 
independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources or 
which was otherwise reviewed by us.  Schroders does not give any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or 
completeness of information which is contained in this article. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot 
be excluded, Schroders and its directors, employees, consultants or any company in the Schroders Group do 
not accept any liability (whether arising in contract, in tort or negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission 
in this article or for any resulting loss or damage (whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise) suffered 
by the recipient of this article or any other person.  This document does not contain, and should not be relied on 
as containing any investment, accounting, legal or tax advice.   
 


